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Mary Murph
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
For more than 40 years,
Mary Murph has dedicated
her life to helping others, especially those with Sickle
Cell Disease. So of course
no one would expect the
New Year to be any different.
Murph is busy getting
ready for Jan. 20 when
downtown will be alive with
marching bands, floats and
happy-go-lucky spectators.
Recognized as the largest
Martin Luther King, Jr. parade celebration in the
Southeastern United States,
it attracts thousands from all
over, and Murph is hopeful
that along with the food and
fun, people will see fit to give
a pint of blood to those in
need.

BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
The start of the New Year
brings about renewed
resolutions for many, but
it is also the time when
parents need to start
thinking about where to
send their children for
the next academic school
year.
For students entering
the fifth or sixth grades
and for parents searching
for an alternative to the
average middle school,

Academy Prep Center of
St. Petersburg, located at
2301 22nd Ave. S., has a
lot to offer.
With a 16-year history
of turning out high
students
achieving
amongst local youths
Pinellas
throughout
County, Academy Prep
remains a viable option to
those looking not just for
a school to send their children to, but a home
where their children can
thrive and be nurtured.
“We’re always looking
for the students that have

Terri Lipsey Scott

BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

Academy Prep St. Pete campus

the desire to learn,” said
Head of School Leanne
Howard who emphasizes
that the children at Academy Prep get more out of
their stay than just stellar
academics.
While most middle
schools sever ties upon
eight-grade graduation,
Academy Prep personnel
continue to keep tabs on
their graduates through
high school and even college, ensuring they stay
on track with their studies.
Director of Graduate

Support Sonja Felton is
one of two people responsible for keeping the communication lines open
between the school and
past graduates. With students entering Academy
Prep in the fifth grade,
both Felton and her assistant Elizabeth Perkins
create strong bonds with
the students that remain
intact even after they
head to their prospective
high schools.
“It has had a positive
impact on them,” said
See SCHOOL, page 12

Kwanzaa: Another chance to give thanks

See MARROW , page 2

STAFF WRITER

ST. PETERSBURG –
The auditorium was ringing with excitement New
Year’s night at the Enoch
Davis Center, located at
1111 18th Ave. S., for the
culmination of the seven
day Kwanzaa celebration.
Lynette S. Buchanan,
supervisor of the Enoch
Davis Center, welcomed
the community to event coordinator Brother Kiambu
Mudada 17th annual public
celebration of Kwanzaa.
Minister Peggy Ann An-

derson of Bethel Community Baptist Church delivered a spiritually charged
opening prayer.
Relatively a new holiday, Kwanzaa is celebrated
from Dec. 26 – Jan. 1 and
was created in 1966 by Dr.
Maulana Karenga, a professor of Black Studies at
California State University.
Mudada followed the
tradition and performed
the “Call to Unity.” Calling
on all children, grandparents, mothers and fathers
See KWANZAA, page 8

Kwanzaa is a celebration of family,
community and culture.

ST. PETERSBURG –
The Dr. Carter G. Woodson
African American Museum,
located at 2240 9th Ave. S.,
is hosting a book club and
brunch for local preteen
girls to commemorate Martin Luther King Day and
the peacemaker’s commitment to service.
By day, Terri Lipsey
Scott is the City Council’s
Administrative Officer, but
by night—and on weekends—she slips into her superwoman costume and
becomes the Museum
Chair of the Board of Directors for the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African American
Museum.
She spearheaded the
grant process associated
with this year’s MLK Day
of Service and received
over $3,000 to educate local
youths in viable life lessons.
The book club, which
plans to meet twice before
the Day of Service on Jan.
20, consists of a total of 25
young ladies from Campbell Park Elementary
School, Melrose Elementary School and the local
YMCA.
“The grant created an
opportunity to participate
in a worthy manner toward
the legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.,” said
Lipsey Scott who felt a
book club created the perfect occasion to interface
with impressionable young
girls, while delivering a
solid message regarding
See BOOKS, page 9




Tony & Nello's
Southern Italian Cuisine & Grille
(formerly JOJO'S PIZZA)
has been serving Tierra Verde
and St. Pete Beach for more
than 30 years. We offer
authentic southern Italian food.
We specialize in wood-fired
brick oven pizza.

Dine In or
Carry Out!
Catering service is available.

1136 Pinellas Bayway S.
St Petersburg, FL 33715
www.tonyandnellos.com
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Please donate blood and join the bone marrow
registry after the parade
From MARROW, page 1

By Pastor Martin Rainey

Increasing parental and community
engagement: Yes, they said it!
(I do not believe it, yes parents do care!)
For the several years I have been advocating for increasing parental engagement by 100 percent at struggling
schools. During much interaction in the
community I have discovered a disheartening revelation: schools, community,
church and businesses say, “Parents of
struggling children do not care.”
The implication is that they will not
invest in meaningful discussions in summits, town halls or other meetings to
find out why. Consequently, these
naysayers will not invest time and resources for the purpose of increasing
parental engagement.
A family engagement professional
“Schools often don’t engage parents
because they don’t think they can…A lot
of it is perception. Teachers perceive
that families don’t want to be involved
when, in fact, families don’t know how to
be involved,” said Karen Salinas, communications director for the Center on
School, Family, and Community Partnerships at Johns Hopkins University.”
NOTE: Parental engagement is different from increasing parental engagement. Increasing parental engagement
is actively increasing the number of
times the parent or village contacts the

school on behalf of the child on weekly
basis when the child is not in trouble.
Challenge to parents, schools,
church and community: Will you consent to attend and participate in a discussion meeting dealing with ways to
increase parent engagement by 100 percent in struggling schools in March
2014? This meeting will be lead by professional facilitators. If so, contact me.
I know that significant improvement
can be attained because we can do it better together! WE = church, community,
family and schools.
Pastor Rainey serves as Community
Outreach Pastor for the Faith Memorial
MB Church, Rev. Dr. Bragg L. Turner,
Senior Pastor. Also Pastor Rainey serves
as President of the Parent Support For
Education Council, Inc., and Chairman,
JWB South County Community Council,
and
may
be
contacted
at
mrainey390@verizon.net, or by cell phone
(727) 420-1326.
The Parent Council meets every third
Thursday of each month @ 6:30 p.m.,
Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist 1800
18th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, at the Resource Center adjacent to Church. The
community is welcome.

“It is essential that we
seize the moment while we
have all these people downtown enjoying the parade,”
Murph explained. “Hopefully we will be able to
touch their hearts and encourage them to give the
gift of life.”
And she’s prepared.
With a MLK Day of Service
grant totaling over $3,000,
Murph is busy purchasing
incentives to entice parade
goers to veer off in her direction. Ready to take her
usual stance outside the
mobile unit provided by
One Blood, she plans to act
as cheerleader for the
cause as she, for the second year in a row, rallies
everyone in.
“Give a pint, save a life,”
she recited, ready to chant
that very phrase on the day
of the event. “You could be
the cure, the match, to save
someone’s life.”
The money for the
cause will also be used to
purchase pamphlets filled
with educational information about Sickle Cell Disease in an effort to educate
the population about the
facts associated with it, as
well as, literature to promote the cause.
As a former teacher and
guidance counselor and the
founder and first president
of Sickle Cell Disease Association
of
America
(SCDAA), Murph is dedicated to helping others. A
trait she can’t let go of even
though she is now retired
from the Pinellas County
school system and no
longer the president of the
St. Petersburg Chapter of
SCDAA. These days she
serves as executive director
and can’t help but stay involved in the day-to-day
running of the organization.
“I’m stuck with it until I
can find someone who’s
willing to do it,” she joked
although she admits it is
difficult to find those willing
to take on the role without
pay.
But Sickle Cell is a disease that is near and dear to
her heart. A hereditary
blood disorder, those infected possesses crescent
moon shaped red blood
cells instead of normal
round red blood cells. With
close family members diagnosed with the disease
Murph sees firsthand some
of the debilitating effects.
Known to cause life
threatening anemia and
possibly stroke in those affected, Sickle Cell robs the
carrier of a carefree life.
Having to always be aware

This picture was taken last year
at the first MLK Day of Service.
of its triggers and how to
deal with pain inducing
flare-ups, the disease at
times may require blood
donations to treat.
But Murph doesn’t
want people to think that
only Sickle Cell Disease recipients receive the blood.
Donations are used to help
those in need from a variety
of
afflictions.
From
leukemia, to those suffering from blood cancers, to
patients undergoing surgical transfusions, all the
blood that is donated is lifesaving.
Last year Murph and
her comrades camped out
downtown, south of the
Vinoy between 2nd Street
and Beach Drive, just south
of Straub Park. Twenty-two
donors spotted their blood
van and with their donations saved a total of 57
lives. But with a recorded
100,000 people attending
past parades, Murph thinks
they can do better with this
year’s event.
“People once they see
our bus, they come, they
do,” she said but admitted
their location was somewhat congested as streets
were blocked off. “If you
weren’t walking then actually you could not get to
us.”
And although this year,
the One Blood mobile unit
will be parked in the same
location Murph hopes by
promoting the event early
parade participants and
spectators can plan ahead
to give.
Along with blood donations, this year’s drive will
consist of bone marrow
registration opportunities
as well. For those willing to
undergo the simple pain
free swab swipe on the inside of their cheek in order
for technicians to find out if
your tissue type can be
matched to a patient in
need, it is a great way to
save a life and make a real
difference in the New Year.
“Bone marrow has
been used to cure many
blood cancers,” explained
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Murph who is excited she
can help offer the opportunity for others to give.
“We’re hoping that persons
will donate, or at least join
the registry, and perhaps
become someone who may
bring about a cure.”
Interested donors must
be between the ages of 18
and 44, in good health and
willing to donate to any person in need. But beware
that in order to donate
blood or sign up for the
bone marrow registry, you
must bring an identification
card such as a passport or
a driver’s license.
“One of the most exciting moments I’ve experienced was when I met a
young donor who had
given bone marrow,”
Murph revealed. “He got to
meet the person he had
given his marrow to. That
was a really thrilling, emotional moment.”
Although the disease
doesn’t discriminate, nearly
100,000 Americans are estimated to have it; Sickle Cell
is more prevalent in African
Americans than other ethnic groups. So Murph
hopes to reach out to
African-Americans locally
to participate in donating
blood.
“Actually it’s a twofold
purpose,” she explained of
the day of service’s goal.
“We’re hoping to recruit
donors so that we will have
blood coming from the
African-American community.” Something she admits is sometimes arduous.
“It’s difficult to get
blood from African Americans,” she explained.
“Hopefully this drive will
encourage
persons
throughout the community
to join and donate.”
So mark your calendars
for the Jan. 20 Sickle Cell
blood drive and bone marrow registration. Murph
and other volunteers will be
rounding up donators from
10-3 p.m.
To reach Holly Kestenis,
email hkestenis@theweeklychallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Community invited to attend
‘There is Still A King in Me’
lecture series

Darryl Rouson

Goliath Davis

Leon Jackson

ST. PETERSBURG—
The AKA AKAdemy will
host “There is Still A King
in Me” Lecture Series from
9-3 p.m. Jan. 18 at the Pinellas Technical Education
Center, 901 34 St. South in
St. Petersburg.
In collaboration with
the Youth Development
Foundation of Pinellas
County and the Mt. Zion
Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church, the event
is expected to bring together more than 300
youth and families to participate in program activities
that promote peace and uphold Dr. Martin Luther
King’s legacy.
The purpose of the lecture series is to increase
awareness about the life,
legacy, civil rights and
teachings of the late Rev,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
The goal is to bring into relevancy his doctrines of non-

violence, peace, education
and equality.
Participants will have
the opportunity to rotate
through three dynamic, inspiring and interactive sessions and enjoy a lunch
social— reminiscent of the
1960s with music provided
by DJ Paul Jr.
Track I – Education
and Our Culture
Theme – “Sing Your
Song”
Facilitator: Lesley Cooper
and Dr. Dallas Jackson
Track II – Equality
Theme – “A Change is
Going to Come”
Facilitators:
Judge
Patrice Moore, Esq. and
Renee Flowers, PCSB
Speakers: Leon Jackson, (from the Courageous
12) and Goliath Davis
Track III – Social Justice
Theme – “Social Justice
Today”

Facilitator: Tamara Dudley
Speakers: Darryl Rouson, Esq, Momma Tee Lassiter, Rev. Emmanuel
Sykes, Watson Haynes
“I’m looking forward to
the sessions. We must continue to engage our youth
and emphasize the relevance of our history and incorporate
Dr.
King’s
teachings in our day to day
lives,” said Manitia Moultrie, AKAdemy program director.
“It is my prayer and belief that we would all adopt
and exemplify in our daily
lives the characteristics of
non-violence, peace, education and equality not only
for this generation but generations to come,” stated
Kevin B. Parrott, Founder,
The King and I Music and
Lecture Series.
For more information,
visit www.zuochapter.org
or call 727-866-9436.

The inaugural Jungle Terrace
FUN Bowl
MLK Day of Service project
BY FRANK DROUZAS
Staff Writer

Dr. Ed Carlson, president
of the Jungle Terrace Civic
Association (JTCA), hopes to
provide some fun while kicking off his first ever MLK
Day of Service project.
Ten youth football teams
will compete for fun and trophies in the first ever Jungle
Terrace FUN Bowl. This
scholarship fundraiser for
the Azalea Bulldogs and the
Childs Park Rattlers football
and cheerleading leagues is
essential for their ongoing viability, Carlson said.
Two games will be
played Sat., Jan. 18 and
three will be played Mon.,
Jan. 20. The action on both
days will commence at 3
p.m. and will take place at the
football field at Azalea Middle School, located at 79th St.
and 26th Ave. N.
“Academics, tutoring and
mentoring are a primary
focus of the leagues to keep
our youth healthy and active.
JTCA secured a MLK Day of
Service grant to assist both
teams and this event,” he explained.
Azalea Bulldogs Youth
Football and Cheerleading
was established in 1971, and
currently has 460 boys and
girls as members. The
Childs Park Rattlers Youth
Athletic Organization has
been serving young people
for over 20 years and currently has 300 boys and girls
as members. Both groups
are non-profit.
Carlson added that 125
coaches, assistants and
board members will all volunteer in this event and estimates that over 1,000
youths and adult volunteers
will be involved. Sponsors for

Dr. Ed Carlson with Pat Hampton, President 10
years, Childs Park Rattlers (left) and Kim Walter,
President 11 years, Azalea Bulldogs (right)
the event will include the St.
Petersburg Baseball Commission and Florida Biplanes
that will be doing flyovers for
the games.
“Come join in the fun
with the kids, volunteers, Mt.
Zion Marching Band, concessions and lots and lots of
exciting action,” Carlson
urged as he called the event
a healthy outreach to the
youth of St. Pete.
The bowl will blend two
distinct neighborhoods in
a fun time together and will
raise funds to continue their
long tradition of serving
young people academically
with mentors and tutors, as
well as coaches on the field
and in cheerleading. Carlson
feels that Dr. King would be
pleased on many counts.
The 73-year-old Carlson
said what he admires the
most about Dr. King is his
emphasis on character and
self-responsibility. “Also his
action-oriented style,” Carlson added. “His actions came
from his heart and soul.”
Though this will be Carlson’s first MLK Day of Service project, for years the

retired dentist has been
doing his part to make his
community
a
better
place. He has served as a
Pinellas Trail and Walter
Fuller Park volunteer and a
Neighborhood Scout and
Safety Program (NSSP)
scout.
His neighborhood association, the JTCA, celebrates
its 60th anniversary this year
and is the oldest neighborhood association in St. Pete.
They constantly strive to enhance the health and
beauty of the area. Recently,
the actions of the association
have resulted in the renovation of a retention pond at Tyrone Mall and the painting of
parking lanes along 80th
Street North among other
projects.
A lifelong St. Pete resident, Carlson said that he
and the JTCA chose this project “as an expression of
health in our community” for
young people. He plans to
make an annual event of the
Jungle Terrace FUN Bowl.
To reach Frank Drouzas,
email fdrouzas@theweeklychallenger.com

Mayor Kriseman’s Transition Team:
A real lesson in self-governance
BY YVONNE SCRUGGSLEFTWICH, PH.D

Weeks before mayoral
candidate Rick Kriseman
knew that he actually had
been victorious over his
opponent,
incumbent
Mayor Bill Foster, he already had in mind a strategy for how he would
govern. When his election
results were announced
Nov. 5, he had secured
commitments from architect and flight warrior Andrew M. Hayes and me, a
city planner and political
scientist, to become cochairs of his Transition
Team, a new idea which
he was introducing to the
City of St. Petersburg.
Moreover, the cochairs and the mayorelect, as first steps to
prepare for new governance on January 2, 2014,
began to identify and then
invite 50 citizens – all private volunteers except for
two elected officials – who
agreed to serve on the
Transition Team to do the
intense work of evolving
out of one administration
into another in less than
two months.
The city and the citizens who were being represented by the 50
Transition Team members, had no idea of what
to expect, no previous
local point of reference or
comparison by which to
judge - either the transition process itself or what
it could produce. Community curiosity was high and
impatience lay just beneath the surface of anticipated change.
This absence of a governmental transition experience was apparent when
some media critics, who
themselves lacked knowledge about, or exposure to
such a process, tended to
miss the point of the research, disrespected the
dynamics of the Team and
its Task Groups, discounted careful planning
and analysis and sought to
truncate the deliberations
by imposing arbitrary
deadlines on the Transition Team’s careful and
methodical efforts. Such
distractions, fortunately,
did not diminish the concentration or the focus of
the Transition Team members.
The team members
worked long hours, individually and in groups, collecting
information,
analyzing and evaluating
the data which they and
their team mates gathered, and interviewing ex-

perts and specialists to refine the recommendations, which they were
regularly and verbally providing to Mayor Kriseman.
They followed a traditionally crafted “comprehensive planning process”
asking penetrating questions and evaluating the
significance of their own
and others observations
as indicators of issues
needing to be framed for
the new mayor.
Nine Task Groups
were formed by members
from the Transition Team
to address concerns
which the mayor-elect had
identified during his campaign and in planning
meetings which he held
with the team co-chairs
and his personal staff;
Kevin King his interim
principal advisor (now his
Chief of Staff) and Ben
Kirby, Interim Press Secretary ( now Director of
Communications) .
Added to this steering
committee, immediately
following the election was
a new Deputy Mayor-Designate, Dr. Kanika Jelks
Tomalin, an expert in management of large organizations and in institutional
law and government and
the first African-American
woman ever to hold such a
position in the city’s history.
In more than 32 Task
Group report meetings,
noticed and open to the
public in accordance with
Mayor Kriseman’s campaign commitment to
transparency and accountability, and diligently attended by many private
citizen observers (but by
virtually no reporters or
members of the press),
recommendations were
regularly transmitted to
Mayor-elect Kriseman to
facilitate his integration of
aspirations, facts and priorities with the governance actions he would
take upon his inauguration
in January.
As one who has been involved in several transitions
around the country, and
who helped to guide St.
Pete’s first Transition
Team’s experience to its
successful conclusion, I
take this opportunity to
laude, compliment, congratulate and praise the work of
every one of the volunteers
on the Transition Team.
They were as good as any
transition group I have
worked with during my career, and certainly better
than most contractors
whom I have seen serve as
paid transition consultants.

Yvonne
Scruggs-Leftwich
Mayor
Kriseman’s
Transition Team was invested in St. Petersburg,
highly skilled in the areas
for which they volunteered, and most of all,
committed as stake-holders, to the needs and aspirations of ordinary St.
Petersburg
residents.
They were smart, as thorough as time permitted, visionary, dedicated and
most importantly, they believed in the promise and
potential of St. Petersburg.
They defined, through
their excellence, the concept of authentic self-governance and participatory
democracy, the promise
which had earned Rick
Kriseman the mayoral victory by 15 percent of the
vote.
The nine Task Groups
and their chairpersons
were: Public Safety - Former Police Chief Cedric
Gordon; The Pier– Air
Lines Pilot/Pier Task
Force Vice-Chair Ed Montanari; Economic Development – 2020 Plan –
Publisher /Economic Development
Consultant
Gypsy
C.
Gallardo;
Strengthening Neighborhoods- Former Neighborhood Housing Services
Exec. Askia Muhammed
Aquil; Transportation – Attorney Joel Giles; Innovation, Collaboration &
Sustainability – City Councilman Karl Nurse; Arts
and Culture – Dan Ray,
former President/CEO,
American Crafts Council;
Transparency and Fiscal
Oversight – CPA James
Newman; and Tampa Bay
Rays – Craig Sher, Executive Chairman, Sembler
Company, which reported
only on its “fact finding.”
A rich transition tapestry, composed of each
Task Group’s members,
its products and their recommendations in various
iterations, can be viewed
on www.stpete.org/mayorelect, Click “Documents
and Resources,” and
“Transition Team.”
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Last month Bo Diddley
would have turned 85 and I
remember the first time I
ever shared a stage with
him. Well, I didn’t actually
share a stage as much as I
shared the floor, watching
him perform. But I felt just
as privileged.
It was one night almost
20 years ago when a friend
Brian and I got wind that
the great Bo Diddley would
be playing the Blues Ship,
some hole in the wall in
Ybor City in about an
hour’s time. Not ones to
pass up the chance to see
rock royalty, we jumped in
my aging yet trusty Mustang and sped off to make it
in time.
A late-blooming concert
goer, I’d only been to handful of shows by the time I
was in my early 20s, and all
of them were to see rock
gods whom I’d idolized in
high school. But by the
time I caught up with these
acts, they needed football
stadiums for their shows—
the last time they played
small clubs, the world was
staring down the barrel of
possible nuclear annihilation with the Cuban missile
crisis.
This was my chance to
see a bona-fide legend up
close, I thought, as we
climbed a dark, narrow
stairway leading up to the
bar. A primal noise pulsated
from above as the foggy,
bluish light oozed down to
meet us—it was like we
were ascending to some
foreboding place of otherworldly mojo.
In we walked and there
he stood, dressed in a burgundy V-neck sweater,
black trousers, cowboy
boots and his one-of-a-kind
bowler hat, conjuring his
personal brand of rhythmical hoodoo. To be sure, this
was no football stadium. It
wasn’t even an arena. Hell,
I don’t think it wasn’t even
the size of your local Chipo-

tle Grill. And Mr. Bo Diddley, a titan of blues and
rock and one of the most influential performers ever,
wasn’t even on a stage. He
and his small band performed from a corner in
the bar, on equal footing
with the rest of us.
As I watched him run
through his set, something
felt off to me. Exuding the
presence of an old, grizzled
soldier who had been
through the war, he
seemed to be carrying
some weighty, residual resentment slung around his
shoulder like an extra 200pound guitar.
Perhaps he was bitter
about the fact that at his
age, he still had to sing for
his supper. It’s common
knowledge that Ellas McDaniel—better known as
Bo Diddley—believed he
was given the short end of
the dollar bill by record
company executives back
in the day, who he claimed
deprived him out of so
many deserved royalties.
But make no mistake,
he was very workmanlike
with his trademark rectangular guitar as he played
the virile, square-jawed
songs that helped lay the
very foundation of rock and
roll like “Roadrunner” and
“Crackin’ Up.” And he was
separated by only a few
yards from the sparse audience, as though he were
performing in someone’s
living room. Yet I remember thinking that his playing to such a select
crowd was all so wonderful yet in a way, sad.
Diddley seemed to perk
up when he played some
newer, experimental beat
music with the help of
some knobs and buttons on
his custom-built guitar. And
though we all listened politely, it was clear that most
of us wanted the old Bo
Diddley we knew to reappear.

Why Bo Diddley matters

After the show my
friend talked our way backstage into the dressing
room where we were allowed to have a few words
with the man himself. Brian
actually pulled up a chair
next to Bo Diddley and
talked for a couple minutes
or so before getting some
pictures with him. Sheepishly grinning like an idiot,
I just hovered in the doorway the entire time until it
was clear our time was up.
Bo Diddley was turning
his back when I saw my
chance and took it. I walked
quickly up to him, gently
put my hand on his shoulder and asked, “Mr. Diddley, one more?” He
obliged and posed with me,
and at the last second
opened his mouth wide and
pointed playfully as the
camera clicked. Maybe
he’s not so dour after all, I
remember thinking. Approachable was another
word that came to mind.
I often pictured my rock
heroes at the time like the
Stones and The Who flying
in solid gold airplanes and
residing in enormous mansions with moats. A commoner like me could never
approach them or hope to
see them play without a big
pit guarded by a string of
beefy, scowling security
guys between us (at best)
or without 50,000 people
between us (at worst). But

all these bands had a debt
to pay to Mr. McDaniel.
They’d all listened to,
studied and emulated him
and other American rockers like Chuck Berry, Little
Richard and Carl Perkins,
to name a few. And they’d
made so much money in
the ensuing decades doing
it that their great grandchildren will come out of the
womb wearing Louis Vuitton sunglasses. But way
back when they were just
starting out, this American
music was a call-to-arms for
them to pick up guitars,
form a band and change
the world. And laying down
the rhythm to it all was the
‘Bo Diddley’ sound.
Boom-a-boom-a boom, a
boom-boom! It is a distinct
primordial beat—dangerous, hypnotic and steady as
a locomotive. Ancient yet
fresh, it sounds like it originated from a very dark but
very familiar place within
all of us. Boom-a-boom-a
boom, a boom-boom!
And where someone
like Berry chose to turn his
brand of R & B into accessible, joyous music to capture the white audience
through radio airplay, Bo
Diddley kept an undertone
of something sinister in his
rhythms. Underrated and
underappreciated, he was
not as well-known as some
of his peers. (Even years
on, during the ‘90s when
my brother-in-law was on a
small plane to Crested
Butte, Colo., he looked
over to the old guy seated
across the aisle. “Excuse
me,” he ventured, “but
aren’t you Bo Diddley?”
Diddley’s face broke into a
smile as he said, “It’s about
time somebody recognized
me!”)
That night at the Blues

Ship I was awed by the humility it must take to perform in front of, say, 100
people or so, when you
have toiled to lay down the
track on which so many
acts would ultimately
streak toward superstardom. And here was Bo, still
plugging away.
The second and last
time I saw him was in 2005
at the State Theater in St.
Pete. And though he was
on an actual stage, he performed the entire show
seated but near the lip of
the stage, close to the 200
or so people who turned
up. By that point not only
was the man edging into octogenarian territory, but diabetes had claimed part of
his foot. Even so, he had
aged gracefully and still
looked kingly seated onstage, with his ever-present
distinctive hat positioned
regally atop his head. Yet at
the same time he was
within reach, connecting
with us that night as he had
done with generations before us—intimately.
Not only did he trot out
the familiar warhorses like
“I’m a Man” and the deathless “Who Do You Love?”
but even led us through a
sing-a-long of a song in
progress (I’m pretty sure it
had a woman’s name for a
title). And through the
evening he seemed to have
made peace with the fact
that he will go out playing
to small but adoring
crowds, and took the time
to talk and joke with us. He
seemed to be making up
the play list as he went
along, knowing he had
earned the right to do his
shows any way he wanted.
But come to think of it,
that had always been the
case with him. Back in

1955, Bo Diddley was to
perform on the Ed Sullivan
Show and was expected to
play “Sixteen Tons,” a ditty
that Tennessee Ernie Ford
had made popular. But Bo
Diddley, one of the original
rebels, didn’t want to play a
Tennessee Ernie Ford
song; he wanted to play his
song.
And that’s exactly what
he and his band did right
after they’d been introduced, stomping into the
pulsating beat of “Bo Diddley,” his masterpiece of
hambone rhythm complete
with maracas that sound
like the Devil snickering.
Sullivan stood fuming and
helpless, no doubt feeling
double-crossed by this
young upstart who should
have been grateful to be on
his show at all. Sullivan was
an institution, but just like
that Bo Diddley swaggered
in, swung his mighty guitar
and smashed a huge hole
in the wall of convention
through which countless
bands climbed for years to
come.
In a way, I see a healthy
measure of Bo Diddley not
only in the supernova
British acts I used to love,
but in every noise band
thrashing about for beer
money in sticky-floored
dive bars. Seeing him those
two nights made me realize
that whether we are journeymen at our chosen
crafts or just taking our first
steps, there’s a touch of Bo
in everyone—musician or
not—that is doing his
thing, his own way, and no
other way will do.
And it didn’t hurt that
he drove this point home
with a wicked beat, to
boot.
Boom-a-boom-a
boom, a BOOM-BOOM!
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Student athlete forum: Balancing athletics with academics
BY PATTYE L. SAWYERHAMPTON
Pinellas County Urban League

ST. PETERSBURG –
The air crackled with excitement Thurs., Jan. 2, as elementary, middle and high
school-aged students gathered at the Dwight Jones
Center Northside Boys &
Girls Club to hear about the
importance of academics
while excelling on the football field and in other sports.
The students heard
from J. Everette Pearsall,
executive director of the National Alliance of African
American
Athletes
(NAAAA),
Zavier
Carmichael, one of the finalists for the Watkins Award
and Keion Roberts, a former NFL player.
The
NAAAA
was
founded in 1989 with a mission “to empower African
American males through
athletics, education and
public programs.” The
Watkins Award has been
presented annually to
African-American scholar/
athletes since 1992, and is
named for Franklin D.
Watkins, the coach of championship football and basketball teams in Harrisburg,
Pa.
It recognizes stellar high
school athletes from across
the nation and is presented
to the nation’s top AfricanAmerican male high school
scholar/athlete. Finalists
are chosen based on their
unweighted grade point average (GPA), their personal
statements, extracurricular
activities, community serv-

ice and letters of recommendation. Each winner will be
recognized in Washington,
D.C. Feb. 22, receive an
award, ring and dinner in
their hometown.
This year’s finalists are:
Tony Brown (Beaumont,
Texas), Zavier Carmichael
(Mobile, Ala.), Robert Okereke (Santa Ana, Calif.),
Christopher
Register
(Brownsummit, N.C.) and
Richard Yeargin (Ft. Lauderdale). Each of these
young men have maintained
a GPA ranging from 3.7 to
4.4 while playing football,
participating in other extracurricular and civic activities and doing community
service.
Pearsall started the
morning by asking the assembled students what they
wanted to be when they
grew up, and he received responses such as, nurse, doctor, lawyer, NFL player,
actress, college professor,
marine biologist and even
hairstylist.
“You can do anything
you want to do, but you
must get an education,”
Pearsall said. He stressed
the importance of not only
going to school, but doing
well in school.
The students also heard
from Keion Roberts, a former NFL defensive end who
played for the Cleveland
Browns and the Canadian
League’s Toronto Argonauts. He shared his story
of overcoming the adversity
of suffering a torn hamstring just months before
Pro Day, as well as his battle

with Crohn’s Disease, diagnosed during his junior year
of college, causing him to
lose 80 pounds.
Even though Roberts
was tempted to give up, he
fought through his illness,
earned a degree in Kinesiology and went on to play professional
football.
He
encouraged the students to
“have a vision and see it
through to completion;
don’t allow distractions to
hinder you.”
Watkins Award finalist,
Carmichael, is an outside
linebacker/safety for the St.
Paul’s Episcopal School
Saints. He has an impressive list of accomplishments
including: president of the
National Honor Society, volunteer for Key Club, member of National Society of
High School Scholars, volunteer at Habitat for Humanity, Alabama All State,
Mobile Player of the Year
and Mobile All Defensive
Player just to name a few.
Carmichael maintains a
4.28 GPA, and credits his
parents with stressing the
importance of getting his
education. He told the students to be sure to have respect for their elders
because, “They gave a lot of
themselves for you.”
He has committed to
Duke University, where he
plans to major in biomedical
engineering. Although he
wants to play in the NFL
someday, he told the students they must “have a
Plan B or C.” Carmichael
shared that he tore both his
MCL and PCL last year in

L-R, Watson L. Haynes, J. Everette Pearsall, Keion Roberts,
Zavier Carmichael, Jeff Worthy and Emmanuel Gilliam.
the last game of the season,
and that helped to shape his
future career goals. If the
NFL doesn’t call, he plans to
be an orthopedic surgeon.
“Prove your critics
wrong by your actions.
Never give up on your
dream. You’re only as good
as you allow yourself to be,”
Carmichael encouraged the
students.
Whatever career path
this young man takes, his
future is certainly bright!
The event was spearheaded by Jeff Worthy, Walmart Market Manager and
Urban League Board member, the Pinellas County
Urban League and the Boys
& Girls Club.

Watkins Award Finalist, Zavier Carmichael
and his parents.
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Family matriarch comes home for holidays
BY ALLEN A. BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG —
Hattie Mae Smith, née
Bryant, returned home to
St. Pete to spend the holidays with her immediate
family, Gibbs Classmates of
1953 and a host of relatives
and friends. Lynette S.
Buchanan, first born of
three children, honored
her mother by holding a
holiday celebration at the
Enoch Davis Community
Center Sat., Dec. 28.
Affectionately known by
many in the community as
Ma Hattie, the grand matriarch made the long journey
with her son and daughterin-law from Keller, Texas.
The two-day trip ended late
on Thursday leaving onefull day of rest before the
big event in her honor.
Ma Hattie worked for
over 30 years for the Forest

Hills Head Start Center,
which is now the Pinellas
County Bus Depot on 49th
Street and 7th Avenue. She
tended to thousands of
youngsters during her
tenure as a teacher.
As the procession of
family, friends and classmates filed into the facility,
many guests left video messages such as Mrs. Gray,
Gibbs Alumni and classmate, who said: “So nice to
have you back home to see
you.”
The celebration began
with a prayer by her son
Charles Wesley Smith and
general welcome by daughter Buchanan. Over 50 people partook in a meal
provided by the family including members from her
former church, Moore’s
Chapel A.M.E., where she
was a member of the Missionary Society and served
for over 50 years.

Attendees couldn’t wait
to show Ma Hattie how
much they loved her. Comments continued to pour in
such as Nancy, a former
missionary colleague, who
said: “We miss you and all
the wonderful ideas and
service you provided to us
down through the years.”
“Don’t stay away so
long next time,” said Leroy,
a Gibbs Classmate of ’53.
“Girl, I’m so glad you
back home,” exclaimed
Ann Mitchell, retired seamstress and dress maker.
“We would do a dance,
but we got aches and
pains,”
said
Sharon
Mitchell.
“Hey
Grandma,
I
missed hanging out with
you downstairs in the
house, and I’m glad you’re
back home,” said Aaliyah,
the youngest grandchild.
After a series of photos
with Ma Hattie, her guests

signed a large post card to
commemorate the day’s
event and bid farewell.
Everyone expressed their
desire to see her more
often.
Ma Hattie has proven to
be an outstanding mother,
grandmother, auntie, sister
and wife to the late Leroy
Smith, former District 10
Distribution Supervisor for
the St. Petersburg Times.
She made sure all of her
children attended and completed college while simultaneously being a mother
figure and role model to
other family members and
the community.
Her strength to endure
has also been epitomized in
her 10 year remission from
cancer. Truly a strong
black woman, Hattie Mae
Bryant Smith’s legacy will
continue on through the
lives of everyone she
touched.
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Woodlawn to beautify campus for Day of Service
MLK Day of Service project
BY HOLLY KESTENIS
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Woodlawn
Elementary
School stands majestically
along 16th Street North.
Built in the 1920s, it is one of
the few original school buildings still in operation in St.
Petersburg. Brick after brick
lay atop each other forming
the school that houses
roughly 500 children. But on
the MLK Day of Service, this
staple in the community is
set for an overhaul.
Inside its gates lies a setting of tranquility you can’t
sense from the front of the
school.
A peace garden created
by the staff and students
graces its grounds. Four-byfour tiles cover the brick and
mortar, each one depicting a
scene of serenity.
“It’s a lot of student based
art projects about what they
think peace is,” said Chris
Dalyander, the Parent
Teacher Association (PTA)
research chair. “It’s just a natural place that’s quieter
within the school for them to
enjoy.”
Atop the mural are images of famous peacemakers
throughout time such as
Mother Teresa, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Cesar Chavez
and Mahatma Gandhi, to
name a few. Compelling
quotes were taken from
some of their most memorable speeches and handwritten next to each
peacemaker’s portrait, so
that the artwork serves double duty. Not only to beautify,
but to educate as well.
Landscaping stepping
stones are scattered on the
grounds, them too painted
by the students, along with
raised ceramic art depicting
more scenes of peace as it’s
interpreted through a child’s
eyes.
At the center of it all is a
uniquely designed wind
catcher standing some ten
feet tall. Students have even
taken the time to decorate it
with beads that hang down
its center column.
New to the area, Dalyander heard rumors about certain district schools and was
skeptical about placing his
daughter in a school that up

until last year had a D rating.
“Seeing the peace garden
for the first time at the heart
of school helped ease my apprehension,”
explained
Dalyander. “It’s really a beautiful spot.”
So with his daughter
starting kindergarten this
year, he got involved. Joining
the PTA seemed a good
place to start and he quickly
volunteered to research
ways to bring money into
the school.
“I looked for what grants
I could find out there,” he
said focusing on the PTA
motto for the year, ‘Plant success…children are the seeds
of our future.’
Awarded $4,500 to upgrade and expand the peace
garden along with its surrounding area, Dalyander is
excited about the Day of
Service and grateful for the
funds that will be used to create a sense of belonging
amongst the students and
staff.
So Jan. 20, PTA members, parents, staff and community volunteers will be
shoveling seashells, mixing
soil, and spreading mulch,
replenishing the pathways of
the peace garden. Volunteers
plan to add signage to the
myriad of plants currently residing there, which incidentally are enough to be
deemed a butterfly sanctuary, a title that Dalyander and
the PTA have already applied
for.
An arborist is on hand to
bring in stumps to set a semicircle that can fit a whole
classroom of students. A dry
erase board will be added
making the area an interactive classroom.
In addition, six royal
palms will also be planted as
a backdrop to the school’s
makeshift
amphitheater.
Currently it is a round slab of
concrete with a step for sitting. Award ceremonies such
as citizen of the month are
held there. But after the
makeover, consisting of a
coat of blue paint, six Royal
Palm trees and the addition
of the school mascot in its
center, PTA members hope
to entice teachers to use it to
their advantage.
“The more usage you
can get out of something, the

  


 

  
 



better the chance for survival,” said Dalyander who
has researched the link between learning and the use of
the outdoors. “There are a lot
of reports that explain how
outdoor space can really
raise science scores, and
help kids through textbook
understanding, in a more interactive way.”
So an avid gardener
Dalyander didn’t want to stop
the improvements there.
Woodlawn’s PTA will also
construct eight raised garden beds on the Day of Service along the exterior of the
school. With seven of the
beds measuring three feet by
five feet, plenty of room is left
for expansion next year if the
new program takes off.
“If the kids start to really
be into it, then we’ll keep
going with it,” said Dalyander who recounted his
daughter’s first experience
visiting a farm. “Pulling full
sized carrots out of the
ground for children who really haven’t participated in
gardening is just mind blowing.”
Dalyander’s vision is one
where teachers and students
will get involved with not
only the growing of vegetables, but the life skills that go
into maintaining a garden
and producing their own
foods to eat.
PTA members are diligently researching lessons

that teachers can align to the
new common core standards
and vow to be responsible for
the upkeep and running of
the garden. And although
Dalyander envisions his
kindergartener opting to
work in the raised beds during recess instead of spending all her time on the
swings, he understands it will
take a strong commitment to
make the program work.
“We’re hoping to create
enough of a volunteer base
that when the teachers are
out there they can have a garden volunteer with them,”
Dalyander explained. “This
is going to be a good resource going forward.”
Although the Woodlawn
PTA has publicized the event
in-house and lined up a few
people with the right skills to
act as foreman for each particular project, volunteers
and specialist are always
needed.
Family, friends, and children of Woodlawn Elementary are encouraged to come
out Jan. 20, the actual Day of
Service, between 9-4 p.m.
with shovels, wheelbarrows,
rakes, and other tools they
deem handy in an effort to
rejuvenate the school. Free
food will be offered throughout the day for those volunteering.
To reach Holly Kestenis,
email hkestenis@theweeklychallenger.com
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Kwanzaa celebration 2014
From KWANZAA , page 1

    
   
   
  




 
  
  
    
 
     
    




   
  
  
   
   
   
 




 

 
 


until everybody in the room
was standing and clapping
in unison.
The ceremonies continued as it would in Africa,
with the acknowledgment
of the eldest man and
woman “from the village”
and the youngest boy and
girl. Wrapped in a Kente
cloth, they were addressed
as king and queen, prince
and princess. The lighting of
the candles followed, a different person describing the
symbols and principles associated with each day of
Kwanzaa.
Mudada, an avid follower of the Kwanzaa principles,
urged
African
Americans to celebrate and
acknowledge their path to
America. To unite in brotherhood, focusing on their
unique heritage, and celebrating the differences between fellow Americans.
Although each family
celebrates the holiday in
their own way, most celebrations often include songs,
dances, storytelling, poetry
reading and a large traditional meal. On each of the

seven nights, a candle on
the Kinara is lit to reflect the
values of African culture and
to guide followers along
life’s path.
In keeping with tradition, the poetry portion of
the evening was performed
by two Gibbs High School
students. Melissa Hicks recited Sonia Dixon’s poem
“Unite My Brother and Sisters” and Aaliyah Buchanan
recited the poem “What if I
am a Black Woman” by an
unknown author.
During the weeklong
celebration of Kwanzaa,
each day was represented at
various locations throughout St. Petersburg with a
gathering depicting the
lighting of the candle, the
symbol and the principle associated with it. The seven
principles of reflection consist of unity, self-determination, collective work and
responsibility, cooperative
economics, purpose, creativity, and faith.
Principals Mudada lives
and breathes 365 days a
year, for he is also the
founder of Our Brother’s






Keeper, a program for ex-offenders and the homeless,
which he established in
1993, Mudada has incorporated the Kwanzaa principles into the program.
According to Mudada,
Kwanzaa has been celebrated in St. Petersburg
since the 1980s. Personally
hosting the community gettogether since 1995, he sees
turnout at the events getting
bigger and better every
year and says the lack of celebration in the surrounding
counties has driven more
people to St. Petersburg.
The night ended with a
feast of delectable dishes
such as fried chicken, macaroni, collard greens and
desserts galore. With the familiar drum beats of African
rhythms playing throughout the night, those who attended culminated the
holiday of Kwanzaa as it was
intended - immersed in the
rich African heritage and acknowledging their ancestors, elders, and those who
made cultural contributions
to life in America.

“A Personal Touch
from Caring Professionals”
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Bacon, eggs and books
From BOOKS, page 1

1600 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
727-821-6897 • www.nhsfl.org

Florida hardest-hit fund:
Are you eligible?

In February 2010, the U. S. Treasury created the “Housing Finance
Agency (HFA) Innovation Fund for the
Hardest-Hit Housing Markets” (HFA
Hardest-Hit Fund) and allocated funds
under the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 to five states:
Florida, Arizona, California, Michigan
and Nevada. The funds were allocated
to these states because of their excessive housing market depreciation and
to assist in foreclosure prevention efforts. Several times during 2010 Treasury expanded the HFA Hardest-Hit
Fund to additional states and announced additional rounds of funding.
Florida’s total award amount is more
than $1 billion.
Florida Housing Finance Corporation (Florida Housing) was directed by
U. S. Treasury to create and administer
foreclosure prevention assistance programs that address the unique issues of
our state. The Florida Hardest-Hit Fund
(HHF) program specifically targets
those who are unemployed or underemployed through no fault of their own
and aims to assist qualified Florida
homeowners by providing mortgage
assistance. There are two programs
available:
Unemployment Mortgage Assistance Program – Loan funds can be
used to pay monthly mortgage and escrowed mortgage-related expenses
(i.e., property taxes, homeowner insurance, and mortgage insurance) until
the homeowner can resume payments
or for up to 12 months, with a cap of
$24,000, whichever occurs first.
Additionally, for homeowners who
are delinquent on the first mortgage at
the time they qualify for the program,
up to $18,000 can be paid to help satisfy
all or some of any past due amounts
owed; this assistance will be paid prior
to the program payments beginning
and cannot exceed $18,000 total. Any
past due amounts over and above the
$18,000 are the responsibility of the
homeowner.
The population to be served is
homeowners who are unemployed, underemployed or have had at least a 10
percent reduction of income through
no fault of their own and are experiencing a financial hardship. Funds are used
to pay the monthly first mortgage payment.
Mortgage Loan Reinstatement Payment Program – Loan funds can be
paid directly to the servicer to help satisfy all or some of any past due amounts
owed on the first mortgage only. This
assistance cannot exceed $25,000 total,
and any past due amounts over and
above the $25,000 are the responsibility
of the homeowner. The population to be
served is homeowners who are unemployed, underemployed and experi-

enced at least a 10 percent reduction in
income and are now able to make their
payments. In order to qualify for reinstatement funds, the homeowner must
show that their monthly housing debt
(the combined monthly payment of the
mortgage principal, interest, taxes, insurance and association dues of all secured mortgages) is less than 31
percent of the homeowner’s gross
monthly income. The homeowner must
meet eligibility and program underwriting guidelines and must complete a
hardship affidavit.
These funds will be used as a onetime payment of up to $25,000 paid directly to the lender to help satisfy all or
some of any past due amounts owed;
assistance cannot exceed $25,000 total.
Any past due amounts over and above
the $25,000 are the responsibility of the
homeowner. This type of assistance is
appropriate when the homeowner only
needs help to pay past due amounts
owed on the first mortgage and/or
mortgage-related expenses.
Eligibility Requirements – Eligibility
requirements are organized in three
areas:
• Household eligibility
• Property eligibility
• Mortgage eligibility
Homeowners must meet all criteria
within each category to qualify. However, homeowners who meet all eligibility criteria are not guaranteed approval
for program assistance; homeowners
can still be denied eligibility by their
mortgage company.
Florida homeowners may apply for
HHF assistance using the web-based,
online system at
www.FLHardestHitHelp.org. The site contains all the
information a homeowner needs to
apply, including detailed eligibility criteria, step-by-step prompts, frequently
asked questions, etc.
For further questions, contact the
HHF Toll-Free Information line at (877)
863-5244, Monday – Friday, 9-5 p.m.
Neighborhood Home Solutions is an
approved HHF Advisor Agency. After reviewing HHF program benefits/guidelines and eligibility criteria on the official
HHF website, you may contact NHS for
a pre-screening at (727) 821-6897 or toll
free at 1-8555-NHS-4YOU or e-mail
admin@nhsfl.org. Please use referral
CODE 81098 when completing your application.
NHS is a 501(c) 3 non-profit, HUDapproved housing counseling organization. All services are provided free of
charge. Partners include the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), HomeFree-USA,
Florida Housing Finance Corporation,
Florida Hardest-Hit, Pinellas County
Community Development, and City of St.
Petersburg.

respect, responsibility and
accountability.
The books were chosen
by Lipsey Scott and members of the volunteer group
that will be mentoring the
ladies throughout the
event. Titles consist of “My
Brother Martin: A Sister
Remembers Growing Up
with the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.,” by Christine King Farris; Sharon
Dennis Wyeth’s “Something Beautiful” and “Let
the Circle Be Unbroken”
by Mildred D. Taylor.
Lipsey Scott is confident
the program participants
will embrace the knowledge of who Dr. King was,
what he stood for, and
share in the values he died
trying to impress upon others of every ethnicity
throughout the world.
“We hope to instill self
confidence and a will to be
responsible and respectful,” explained Lipsey Scott
who feels the book selections reinforce the message
that both she and the mentors are planning to implement. She intends to build
on the already established
relationship with the girls
involved in an effort to dig
a little deeper and engage
in an in depth discussion on
making correct choices
and believing in oneself.
Participants will receive
all three books, book bags
and markers. They will also
have a chance to share
what the books meant to
them personally. Volunteers will be on hand to
point out specifics regarding lessons they feel the
girls should embrace. A
portion of the meetings will
also be dedicated to what it
means to be socially responsible and exuding
proper etiquette.
“Dr. King was a man of
pride, principals and discipline in all areas of his life,”
explained Lipsey Scott who
feels Dr. King’s ability to
garner attention from
world leaders was due to
how he carried himself as
much as his principles.
“It is extremely important for our children to be
well read, learn proper etiquette and the appropriate-

Always willing to give freely of her time, Lispey
Scott seen here imparting wisdom to a group of
Gibbs High School girls in the Community
Compact Program last June.
ness of every setting,” she
continued emphasizing the
mission of the book club as
a necessary avenue to develop proper leaders and
learn what appropriate behavior in all settings consists of.
On the actual Day of
Service, program participants will have an opportunity to display their learned
etiquette skills in a formal
setting. Entirely created by
the young ladies, the girls
will decide the dishes
served at the event, based
on a menu presented by a
caterer.
Program volunteers and
participants will also decorate for the brunch beforehand. The girls will set tables
and select centerpieces according to their chosen color
scheme and rehearse the
brunch ahead of time so that
they are prepared to host the
actual brunch on the day of
service.

A mistress of ceremony
will be present for the
event, along with a soloist
and individuals offering an
invocation and reciting poetry. Each young lady participating in the event will
be allowed three guests.
Lipsey Scott is excited
about the upcoming book
talks and the brunch that
follows and hopes the partnerships they have created
in its planning will lead to
the book and brunch
combo becoming an annual
event where young girls
can enhance their love of
life and reading.
The two Saturdays leading up to the Day of Service
are Jan. 11 and the 18. The
brunch will begin at 9:30
a.m. at the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African American
Museum on Martin Luther
King Day.
To reach Holly Kestenis,
email hkestenis@theweeklychallenger.com
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
 





   
   

 



 
 








Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

 







Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

     








  

  

 




  

   





 


 
   




 





Need a ride? Our Transportation Ministry is available Sundays and Wednesdays





Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ
Pastor Ricardo Welch
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South, Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670



 




 



BETHEL COMMUNITY
BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567
SERVICES
Sunday School:
8:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service:
9:30 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m.




Victory Christian Center Church

  

    

Sunday School .................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer ............6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.......7:30 p.m.











Kingdom Restoration, Inc.

Faith Based Outreach Ministry

 
  

3530 1st Avenue North, Ste. 217
St. Petersburg, Florida 33713



 


 
     
  
  





The Crossing Point
Christian Cultural Community Center
“JESUS, the same yesterday, today and forever.”
Hebrews 13:8

900 22nd St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-821-0304
Edgar & Sarah Edwards,
Email:
thechurch@thecrossingpoint.net
Overseers
www.thecrossingpoint.net
Worship & Praise, Sundays, 11 a.m.
Prayer, Praise and Bible Study, Tuesdays, noon
Women’s Bible Study, Thursdays, 7 p.m.
Visible Voices Neighborhood Fellowship 3rd Mondays, 7 p.m.
Common Grounds Coffee House Ministry, Fridays, 7 p.m.

“We are a Movement with a Message. The results are that we build people; not programs.”


 

 
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.


Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.




  





  
 
  



  





Tutoring offered Tuesday &
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study 7:00 p.m.




 


Sunday School 8:45-10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:00 a.m.
Communion - 1st Sunday of each month
New Members Orientation - Sunday at 8:45 a.m.

Having been led, as we believe, by the
Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus
Christ as our Saviour; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of
God returning to God’s Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His
love among one another.

 
  

 

 
  



 





  
 

 


 






 

1818 29th Avenue N.
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship

11:30 a.m.






  



 
 

(727) 564-1389
Pastor Shurrea Daniels

Motto: Restoring One Life At A Time

We provide independent services to young women,
between the ages of 18-21, that have aged out of foster care.
Services Offered:
Community Housing, Life Skills, Financial Planning
Performing Arts and Technical Assistance
We also Offer:
E.V.E. Enrichment Classes on Monday and Wednesday 6-8 p.m.
Every 3rd Saturday Women’s Ministry 1-3 p.m.

Visit Us At http://www.kingdomrestoration.info/

  


 

  
 
 

Pastors Dexter and
Wanda McCree

 

 
 
  


ATTENTION! You MUST Read This!
    
Do you have any questions concerning health, money, love?
Call Mrs. Rogers, the one who knows all the answers.

Call Today … Tomorrow May Be Too Late! GOD BLESS YOU 229-769-5399
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CHURCH DIRECTORY

 

 



   

 
 
  
 
 
  



   
    
   
  


THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida





Presiding Bishop
Warren Hawkins

 

CHURCH MOTTO: ALL IN ONE AND ONE IN ALL; WHEN
WE GET OUT OF ONE WE’RE OUT OF ALL. NO ONE IS
LEFT BEHIND; WE NEED TO KNOW WHO JESUS IS!
Addresses
• 1st and 3rd Sabbath at 3931 Central Ave. St. Petersburg , Fl
• 2nd, 4th and 5th Sabbath and Wed. nights at
3900 Dr. Martin Luther King St. South Petersburg , Fl
Service times and Contact information
• 10:30 am -12:00 noon Sabbath School
• 12:00 noon -1:30 pm Worship service
• 7:30 pm Bible Study on Wed. Nights
• 727-290-8115 after 5 pm (Bishop Hawkins)
• 727 614 6994 after 2 pm (secretary)

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.





Queen Street Church of God in Christ
Elder Willie Williamson, Pastor
First Lady, Patricia Williamson
1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-896-4356

SERVICES
Sunday
Sunday School – 9:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Morning Prayer – 9 to 10 a.m.
Wednesday YPWW Bible Study – 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH NEWS
Pastor’s Corner

St. Mark MBC
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the
community at large, its wish
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that
we are a haven of hope, help,
and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting after
the enlightened word of God.
At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to work and
partner in unity, praising God
for His awesome gift, His son
Jesus Christ.
Calendar Events for January 2014
Jan. 10 - Business Meeting at 7:00 p.m.

Jan. 11 - Pastor’s Aid
Meeting at 11:00 a.m.
Jan. 13 - Brotherhood Annual Kick-off Meeting at 7:00
p.m.
Jan. 18 - Health Care Ministry New Year Wellness
Jump Start Session-9:00 a.m.
to 12 noon
Jan. 19 - Family of the
Year Recognized during 10:45
a.m. Worship Services
Jan. 20 - Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day-Church Office
Closed Children and Youth Ministry (CYM) Day of Service)
Weekly Scheduled Activities for St. Mark
Sunday School held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts
each Sunday morning at 9:30.
All are invited to come and join
us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m. Mem-

bers and the general public
are invited to come out study
the Bible with us, and learn
“What Baptist Believe.”
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. Children in
the community are welcomed
to join us.
N I. K. E. After School Tutoring (4:30-6 p.m.) on Tuesdays & Thursdays (closed
during holiday seasons and
school breaks)
Young Adult Ministry
every Monday from 6:30 p.m.
(Bible Study)
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and
Bible Study every Wednesday evening at 7.

THE HOLY SPIRIT HAS GIVEN TO OUR PASTOR BISHOP
WARREN HAWKINS AND THE HOLY SPIRIT WE OBEY (John 16)
The House of Yah New Yisrael Commandment Keeping Church

Yahweh Sabbath means …
S=SCRIPTURE (And the word was made flesh and dwelt among us) John1:14
A=ANGELS ( the seven stars are the seven angels of the churches) Rev.1:20
B=BELIEVE (He that believeth on me, believeth not on me, but on him that sent me) John 12:44
B=BIBLE (Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth)
A=ALL (For through him we both have access by one Spirit unto the Father ) Ephesians 2:18
T=TRUTH (Sanctify them through thy truth thy word is truth) John 17:17
H=HOLY (But ye shall receive power, after the Holy Spirit is come upon you) Acts 1:8
S=SAVIOR (For I am the Lord thy God the Holy one of Israel, thy Savior :) Isaiah 43:3
Scripture background text: Genesis 2:1-3, Exodus 20:1-17, Isaiah 58:13-14, 66: 22-24, Ezekiel
20 , Malachi 3: 6-9, Mark 2:28-29, Hebrews 4:1- (8)-11, Acts 13:38-52, John 1:1-9, Romans 11,
vHebrew 12:14, Matthew 12:39-40, 1st Peter 1: 15-16, John 14: 17, Acts 1:8, 2:34-38, 17: 30
THERE ARE MORE SABBATHS THAN THE WEEKLY SABBATH.

Friendship MBC
“The Ship – One Lord,
One Faith, One Baptism, One
Church”
2014 “Total Surrender,
Total Sacrifice, and Total
Stewardship” – II Corinthians
9:6-8.
Our Mission: Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church is
a family of believers in Christ,
reaching out to the world,
preaching the gospel to the
unsaved and teaching the
saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.
Mark your calendar:
Jan. 15: Bible Study at
Noon and 7 p.m. Dr. Evans,
Sr., Pastor, invites you to come
and share in the study of
God’s word - The Gospel of
Mark, Chapter 10 - BE DILIGENT, “Serving Others As
You Walk With The Master
Servant,” by W.Wierbe.

Jan. 17-18: FMBC New
Year’s Evangelistic Workshop.
Fri., 17 at 7 p.m. and Sat., 18 at
10 a.m. with breakfast. Leaders: Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.,
Pastor, Dr. Qvotas Thomas,
Facilitator. The S.H.I.P. want
to increase the number of conversations that lead people towards Christ. We are offering
a free, two-day exciting Evangelistic Workshop. Participants not only learn how to
use their own experiences to
stimulate opportunities for
sharing the good news, but
are also taught a simple and
easy-to-remember way of expressing that good news clearly and effectively. They
are also shown how to lead an
interested inquirer to Christ
and to remember the importance of encouraging ongoing
discipleship. Most impor-

tantly, workshop participants
have their passion to reach unsaved families, friends and
neighbors rekindled. Everyone is welcome to attend both
sessions.
Have you found the key?
If you’re looking for the key to
happiness or heaven, you’ll
find it through Jesus Christ.
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., and
Friendship welcomes you to
our open doors. Friendships’
worship experiences are 7:45
a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Sunday
Church School begins at 9:30
a.m.
Friendship is located at
3300 31st Street South, Saint
Petersburg, Florida 33712.
Our telephone number: 727906-8300.
www.fmbctheship.org
God Bless You – The Ship!

Mt. Zion Progressive MBC
“Celebrating 85 years of
service in His name!”
Reverend Louis Murphy,
Sr. and the entire Mt Zion
family extend an open invitation to join us not only in Sunday worship, but also
throughout the week for various programs and ministries.
Wednesday Bible Study –
Noonday and 6 p.m.
Reading and Math Enhancement Tutoring is now
available for grades K – 9th. If
your child is in need of tutoring in math, reading or improving their FCAT scores,
we can help. For meeting
times contact the church office.
Calling all Tuesday’s our
Male Chorus rehearsal takes

place at 7 p.m., in the main
sanctuary.
3rd Thursday of the
month – Men’s Unity Ministry – Calling all Men... The
Men’s Ministry invite you to
come out on the third Thursday of each month for their
unity fellowship and study of
“What a Man of God Should
Look Like.”
CARE- Choosing Addiction Recovery Efforts - Now
meeting the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of each month 7 p.m.,
CARE building, 1906 9th Ave.
S., For more information contact Min. Keith Murphy at
727-289-6057.
Let’s Get Connected!
Mt. Zion Progressive is
now social. Checkout the lat-

est events, ministry news, and
more by following us on
FACEBOOK, TWITTER and
YOUTUBE.
Visit our
BRAND NEW website and
let’s get connected today!
www.MZProgressive.org
Join our email list and
have your weekly announcements and event updates delivered straight to your inbox.
Visit mzprogressive.org and
sign-up today.
For additional information
on any of these announcements, please contact the
church office.
Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church. 955
20th St. S., St. Petersburg
Florida. 727-894-4311, email:
info@mzprogressive.org.

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

Affordable Healthcare Seminar
Sat., Jan. 11, from 10-12 p.m.
Pastor Clark Hazley
4000 5th Ave. S., St. Petersburg
(727) 321-7375
Please bring a friend or neighbor to this healthcare seminar.
There will be healthcare navigators available to assist you
with any plans that you may be interested in.
The goal of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is to
give more Americans access to affordable, quality health insurance
and to reduce the growth in healthcare spending in the U.S.
Decide for yourself what you think about the new healthcare law
based on the facts and not the talking points.
Obamacare helps to cover working families who do not have access
to health insurance. It does a number of important things including
offering Americans a number of new benefits, rights and protections
in regards to their healthcare and setting up a Health Insurance
Marketplace where Americans can purchase federally
regulated and subsidized health insurance.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Now through April, Academy Prep is
taking applications for next year
From SCHOOL , page 1

Felton who explained how
past students often open up
more to them about sensitive subjects, that they
sometimes don’t feel comfortable sharing with parents.
“When issues arise we
can cut them off before
they become bigger issues
and try to deal with it,” continued Felton. “We’re like
another layer of support for
the kids.”
Felton and her assistant
help students acclimate to
their new high schools and
act as a go-between of sorts
guiding students to information and resources they
may otherwise feel intimidated asking for.
Ti Auna Shaw, a teacher
at Academy Prep, and a former student has fond memories of her time at the
private institution, and
knows firsthand just how
important the graduate
support system is to student success.
“I
remember
Ms.
Perkins attending my college graduation in May,”
said Shaw emphasizing the
positive effect the graduate
support system had on her
life. “The support just doesn’t stop at middle school; it
goes all the way through.
I’m still being supported
now that I’m here.”
Students are accepted
to Academy Prep only during the 5th and 6th grades,
which Howard stresses, is
important for parents to understand.
“We are a college
preparatory program, not

just a middle school,” reiterated Howard. “We need
at least a three to four year
commitment to work with
our students.”
Howard urges interested parents to not wait to
gain information on the admission process, stating
that each year students are
turned away because they
miss the application date or
wait until their child is too
old to attend.
Each potential student
must qualify for free or reduced price meals, take an
admission test, and apply
for the Step Up for Students Scholarship. Once
the student meets all qualifications, they are free to attend with no obligations.
With an average graduation rate of 91 percent
since 1997, Academy Prep
delivers its promises. In
fact for the last three years,
100 percent of their former
students graduated on time
from their prospective high
schools. A statistic that is
sure to wow parents.
“We’re willing to provide that opportunity,” explained Howard, although
she cautions parents that
the school’s success isn’t
based solely on academics,
but on a building of relationships. “It truly is a partnership
between
the
school, the student, and the
family.”
Academy Prep boasts a
host of programs that are
sure to entice parents and
students alike, as well as
foster a love of learning
that is sure to last a life-

time.
With gender specific
classes that remain relatively smaller than traditional middle schools and
an extended day and calendar year, students thrive academically. Students attend
differentiated
classes
throughout the day geared
toward challenging learners who are on a faster
track, while scaffolding
those in need of extra assistance. After the regulatory
eight hours of learning, students participate in the extended learning program.
Students can choose
from an array of activities
such as basketball, baseball, volleyball, golf and
soccer, among others.
Academy Prep also offers
performing arts classes. In
fact, current students just
finished up a holiday showcase in which they performed for family and
friends. Each year, students

also put on a spring musical, this year’s showcase,
“Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory.”
Technology is also topnotch at Academy Prep
with Smart boards being
added to each classroom
and class sets of Chrome
laptops available for students to use on assignments. With 60 Chrome
books on campus, teachers
are able to integrate technology into their lessons
creating opportunities for
students to learn at a
higher level.
“We’re not quite one to
one yet, but we’re definitely
moving in that direction,”
said Howard who doesn’t
stop finding ways to improve the resources at the
school.
Starting this month and
continuing through April,
Academy Prep is welcoming applications for students to attend for next

year. Howard and her team
of professionals encourage
parents to attend their
Open House Jan. 30 to
learn more about the
school and its mission, as
well as to sign up for admission testing.
“If they need help they
can come to our front office
and we will walk them
through the entire application process,” said Howard
who hopes parents of students who have a love for

learning will take advantage of the opportunity to
attend the private institution.
For more information
on Academy Prep Center of
St. Petersburg, what it has
to offer and how to apply,
check out their website at
academyprep.org, or call
(727) 322-0800.
To reach Holly Kestenis,
email hkestenis@theweeklychallenger.com

